Select Media Coverage for Michael F. Pesko, PhD

Radio:

- [Vaping Now FDA Regulated](#), KSRO-Sonoma County News Talk, 5/6/2016
- [Study: 9/11 Led People To Start Smoking Again](#), CBS-New York, 6/21/2013

Online media:

- [Smokers Pay Extra, But Employee Health Plans Aren't Helping Them Quit](#), Managed Healthcare Executive, 4/5/2018
- [Employee health plans charge smokers extra but don’t help them quit](#), Reuters, 3/19/2018
- [Hands Off E-cigarettes. Why More Regulations Make No Sense](#), Newsweek, 7/25/2017
- [E-cigarette laws make more young people smoke actual cigarettes](#), MarketWatch, 4/10/2017
- [NC bill would raise legal vaping and smoking age to 21, some exceptions included](#), Winston-Salem Journal, 4/3/2017
- [NY's anti-science e-cig crackdown](#), New York Post, 3/29/2017
- [Raising the vaping age to 21 risks rise in teen smoking](#), Washington Examiner, 1/26/2017
- [Age limits on e-cigarettes 'cause uptick in pregnant teens smoking tobacco](#), DailyMail, 1/25/2017
- [How will cigarette tax hike affect Philly vs. Rest of State](#), NewsWorks, 8/2/2016
- [Learn More About Health Economics and E-cigarette Regulations from Michael F Pesko, PhD](#), The Buzz, 6/27/2016
- [Why the FDA’s new e-cigarette regulations are a gift to Big Tobacco (and could actually harm public health)](#), Washington Post, 5/11/2016
- [California Raises Vaping Age to 21, Risks Major Unintended Consequence](#), Daily Caller, 5/4/2016
- [Second e-cig study finds raising age limit may have backfire effect](#), Winston-Salem Journal, 3/21/2016
- [Vaping Age Bans Makes it Harder for Teens to Quit Tobacco](#), Headlines & Global News, 3/12/2016
- [Raising the Vaping Age May Increase Teen Smoking](#), Tech Times, 3/12/2016
- [Cornell Study Finds Raising The Vaping Age Actually Increases Teen Smoking](#), Daily Caller, 3/11/2016
- [2014's Best & Worst States at Combating the High Cost of Lung Cancer](#), WalletHub, 11/12/2014
- [Small Practices Score Big Gain in Reduced Admissions](#), MedPage Today, 8/22/2014
- [30 Under 30: The Young Scientists and Entrepreneurs Discovering Our Future](#), Forbes, 1/6/2014
- [Study: After 9/11, More Than a Million People Started Smoking Again](#), The Atlantic, 6/24/2013
- [Stress of 9/11 attacks caused a MILLION former smokers to take up the habit again in the U.S.](#), DailyMail, 6/21/2013

University media:

- [Review Article: E-cigarette Counseling Needed for Teens](#), News from Weill Cornell, 10/14/2015
- [Smoke & Fire - with vaping on the rise, a health economist explores e-cigarette use](#), WeillCornellMedicine, Vol. 14, No. 2 (2015)
- [A Journal to Real World Impact](#), AtLAS, University of Illinois at Chicago, Summer 2014
- [Michael Pesko - Forbes 30 Under 30](#), Cornell Chronicle, Cornell University, 1/7/2014